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Climate change is one of the biggest challenges of the 21st century.

We want to meet these new challenges and make our company fit for

the future and competitive. To this end, we are drawing up a carbon

footprint, deriving measures to reduce emissions and implementing

them step by step. In doing so, we act according to the principle

"avoid before reduce before compensate”.

Continuous improvement
 We strive for continuous improvement by regularly updating and

analyzing our greenhouse gas balance and deriving and

implementing appropriate measures to reduce our emissions.

Record emission data
 In the first step, we determined which emissions are generated in

our company. We differentiate between Scope 1 emissions (direct

emissions from the use of primary energy sources or from

production processes), Scope 2 emissions (indirect emissions from

energy procurement) and Scope 3 emissions (other indirect

emissions from upstream and downstream activities).

In addition, as part of a materiality analysis, we have determined

which other indirect emissions from upstream and downstream

activities (Scope 3) should be included in the balance sheet

boundaries. We update our greenhouse gas balance annually in

line with our reporting framework. We continuously supplement

our greenhouse gas balance with further emissions from Scope

3 in accordance with the principle of completeness.
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Making procurement more climate-friendly
 By consciously purchasing in a climate-friendly and energy-

efficient manner, we can reduce our greenhouse gas emissions

and strengthen sustainability at the same time. By using regional

products and climate-friendly alternative products where possible

and economically justifiable, we also achieve a reduction in

emissions..

Inform and involve employees
 We achieve successful climate protection through the involvement

of managers and the active participation of all employees. That is

why we inform our employees so well that they can actively take

responsibility and actively "live" climate protection in our company.


